Dear Board Games enthusiast,

You are holding the export catalog of Desyllas Games for 2017. Let us introduce our company so you can KNOW US BETTER!

**Manufacturing**
Desyllas Games manufactures and publishes board games from 1981. The company deals with several kinds of games from Preschool Puzzles – Children Games – Family Games – Party Games – Strategy etc. Most of our products are made in Greece in our own facilities, in Athens. Actually we are the only factory in Greece and Cyprus that can input a piece of cardboard and create a game out of it. They are built under strict specs and regulations on safety. We always try to find the best available materials from all over the world that will maximize safety and gaming experience.

**Exports**
Desyllas Games, has achieved in 3 years export presence in Nuremberg and Essen, to create strong partners like AEG, Esdevium, Hutter, QSF, TACTIC that distribute our products all over the world. As a company we mainly focus on Family games that we design for the export markets.

**Imports**
Desyllas Games, also imports and distributes, in the territories of Greece and Cyprus, major toy brands like LEGO, Schmidt Spiele, Blue Orange, Piatnik, Fox Mind, Heye, IQHK and Room Copenhagen.

**Game Design**
A rather big team of professors, game designers and gamers work together towards one goal. **Creating and Maximizing gaming experience through our new games!** **Have a look in our booth!**

**Desyllas Games team**
Our company consists of a few talented people that love board games while continuously try to update themselves with the latest trends and needs of the board game industry. If you ask for them in our booth they will be more than happy to assist you on anything concerning our company and/or our games.

Thanks for looking and don’t forget to play with your heart!

Anastasis Desyllas
Owner of Desyllas Games
Our Partners

- AEG
- Blue Orange
- BNW Distribution
- Clementoni
- CoolStuffInc
- Esdevium Games
- Gakken
- Hanky Panky
- HEYE
- HUCH!
- IQ
- Korea Board Games
- LEGO
- Piatnik
- Quick Simple Fun
- Room Copenhagen
- Schmidt
- Tactic
PIÑATA LOCA

Fill up the Piñata with toys, candies and...useless objects! Try to guess what other players have secretly stuffed in and...break the Piñata!

Players try to collect sweets and toys (positive points) and give useless objects (negative points) to their opponents, by wisely playing their cards, on columns that represent Piñatas.

Your intuition, observation, strategy and logic skills will guide you to the most...“PIÑATA LOCA”!

Available worldwide by DESYLLAS GAMES
“EMOJITO!” is a family game full of emotions! Players try to express the emotion depicted on cards of living creatures and objects! Do you think it is easy? Play this game with kids, family or your friends and let yourself be filled with emotions! The game can be played cooperatively or competitively and there are also 2 variant rules for experienced players, which adds new perspectives of fun and interactivity between players.

EXPRESS THE FEELING!

Contents
- 100 Emotional cards
- 7 Player tokens
- 7 Guessing dials
- 1 Game Board
- 1 Rulebook

Spielmaterial
- 100 Emotionskarten
- 7 Marker
- 7 Wählscheiben
- 1 Spielplan
- 1 Regelheft

Contenu
- 100 Cartes d’émotion
- 7 Joueur jetons
- 7 Devinant jetons
- 1 Plateau de Jeu
- 1 Règles du jeu

Available in Scandinavia, Baltic, Russia, UK, Netherlands, France, Poland and USA by TACTIC
Available in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Belgium, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Slovenia, Turkey, Canada, Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Australia by HUTTER
Rest of the world by DESYLLAS GAMES
In the Kingdom of Al Bisat, 4 teams of flying carpet riders are preparing for the annual race “Sultans of Wind” held by the Sultan. Each player must guide their team through an ever changing maze of clouds which are controlled by the Sultan’s Djinn! If they are skillful enough, maybe they can catch the Djinn flying through the clouds, in which case it must grant them a wish! The first team to guide their carpet safely across the Board and land on the opposing Palace, is the winner.

Outsmart your opponents to become the “Sultan of Wind”!
A tremendous earthquake has diverted the raging river that has separated the Ablas and Ublas for decades, reuniting the two tribes. The only problem is that each tribe’s language has changed over the years, and they cannot understand each other. Queen Abla and King Ubla need you to work together in a series of crazy challenges, like speak with your tongue hanging out your mouth or keep your teeth clenched together while talking, in order to work out what on earth your teammates are trying to describe!
One of Greece’s greatest excavations over the past years, the archaeological site of Amphipolis, is threatened by landslides. Several teams of archaeologists work feverishly to secure as many of the valuable findings as possible.

“AMPHIPOLIS” is a light strategy, adventure game for the whole family, designed by the esteemed Dr. Reiner Knizia. In Amphipolis, you take the role of the captain of an Archaeological team, trying to save as many findings as possible and become the best archaeologist of all time!
What happens when an automatic assembling machine breaks down and starts messing up the production?

In “MESS MACHINE” the players are workers in a factory where a machine has malfunctioned. They must cooperate and figure out which of the buttons they need to press. However, only one player will win. Can you find the best way to fix the broken puzzle and get the other players to follow your way?
The island of Isla Granuja is a pirate safe haven and the headquarters for the secretive elite council of the Brotherhood of Pirates. Each year the Brotherhood chooses just one new pirate to join their ranks. Only the most skillful and daring need apply. In this 2 to 5 player game you take the role of a young pirate, trying to outwit and outgun your rivals through the dark streets and ports of Isla Granuja. You will have to command your crew, recruit new members, discover lost locations, battle other pirates and complete quests to impress the pirate elite.

Do you have what it takes to take the "OATH OF THE BROTHERHOOD"?

- This release contains wooden components:
  - 15 Mate Meeples
  - 5 Pirate Meeples
  - 1 Pirate Ship
- Larger components for ease of play.

### Contents

- 132 Tokens
- 100 Cards
- 21 Plastic Stands
- 20 Pawns
- 5 Player Mats
- 1 Game Board
- 1 Rulebook

### Luck
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### Strategy
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### Difficulty

<table>
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</table>
Are you ready for our grand lyrics competition? Draw a card, choose a word and say the lyrics of the first song that comes to mind. Beat your opponents before the time ends!

“Sing it!” is a fun party game in which you must think of songs that contain specific words in their lyrics as quickly as possible. It can be played in 6 different ways, appealing to all kind of players, from casual to more experienced gamers.

Available in Europe by BNW, ESDEVIUM
Rest of the world by DESYLLAS GAMES
For thousand of years, Zeus has been the ruler of Olympus. After countless attempts from the other gods to overthrow him, he announces a final contest among all 12 gods, allowing them to use their special powers to the fullest. Only one god can rule the mortals. Who will prevail?

“OMG” is a quick card game in which you play cards from your hand to help the gods in their battle, trying to match the previously played cards. The first player to empty their hand, wins the game.
In the Wild West, gun fights are always the best practice to resolve a dispute. But what happens when the blasted bullets go crazy and start to follow their own path? When the smoke clears, only the quickest will survive those “CRAZY BULLETS”. Are you quicker than...your shadow?

“CRAZY BULLETS” is an exciting card game in which you try to react as quickly as possible to the bullet cards played by your opponents and avoid those aiming you.
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